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Ynternet Exploitation Plan :
What has been the impact of the project on education systems for each partner?
Developing a Certificate of Advanced Studies on social economy & online collaboration
Which institutions / organizations (other than partners) expressed a strong interest in the
use of the results?
HES-SO, University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland & UNIGE; UNiversity of Geneva,
Department HEC (Economical Sciences)
How many people / target group will benefit from the project results during the year
following the end of the project in each partner country? explain how you calculate /
estimate this figure.
250, through a new training day we organize with TEDx conferences in geneva, April 17th,
2013
Please describe how the partners (if they want) will continue the project after the end of
the ARIADNE grant. If, yes, what resources do you intend to use for their sustainability?

Developing a Certificate of Advanced Studies for Autumn 2013
Detail what the outcome will be marketed and any other result will free law
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Miscellaneous contents to be spread in Ynternet.org and academic listing (over 2'000
coontacts)

Ce projet a été financé avec le soutien de la Commission européenne.
Cette publication [communication] n'engage que son auteur et la
Commission n'est pas responsable de l'usage qui pourrait être fait des
informations qui y sont contenues.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication [communication] reflects the views only of the author, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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